
A garden need special care keep it healthy.  Some garden 
tools have short handles so you can garden specific little 
areas and other tools have long handles so you can work 
on larger sections of your garden.

Here is a list of the garden tools that Chef Solus and the 
Explorer Kids use to keep their vegetable and fruit garden 
growing!
Name What does this garden tool do? Picture

Boots This is not a tool.  Gardens can 
have wet dirt, compost and 
manure that you would not want to 
step in with your clean shoes.  
Garden boots protect your feet and 
are easy to clean.

Garden 
Fork

A garden tool used for loosening up 
the dirt, lifting and turning dirt.  It 
kind of looks like a big fork!

Gloves This is not a tool.  But 
gloves help protect your 
hands when you are 
gardening.

Hoe A garden tool that has a long 
handle and a thin metal flat    
blade that helps break up soil.

Hose A hose is a flexible tube that brings 
lots of water to your garden.  
Plants need water to grow.
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Name What does this garden tool do? Picture

Pruner A garden tool that is like a scissor 
used to cut back plants.

Rake This garden tool has a long handle and 
a comb-like end that is used to bring 
together soil and leaves into one pile.

Shovel This tool is used in the garden 
and in other areas too!  It has 
a long handle and a big flat 
blade for moving large areas 
of dirt.

Spade This garden tool has a long handle 
and a broad flat sharp edged blade 
that is used for cutting up dirt and 
moving it.  Some people mix up a 
shovel and spade because they 
look very similar.

Tiller
also called
Cultivator

This garden tool helps to break up 
the soil and taking out weeds

Trowel A garden tool used for scooping 
and lifting small amounts of dirt.  
It is like a little shovel.

Watering 
Can

This is a portable water 
container so you can water 
small areas of your garden 
or is perfect for areas that 
the garden hose does not 
reach.
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Name What does this garden tool do? Picture

Weeder This garden tool that has a long 
thin neck with two prongs at the en 
and helps dig up the roots of 
weeds.

Wheel-
barrow

A small cart with one wheel in front 
used to move large amounts of 
dirt.

Use the right garden tools and it will be easy to grow us!  
Then use us to make your favorite dishes taste great!
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